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DESCRIPTION OF DIGITAL TOOLS

1. Name of the tool/ Link

Miro / https://www.miro.com

2. Short description of the tool

Miro is an online collaborative whiteboarding platform that enables you and your learners to work
together on shared whiteboards/ online walls in a live class, or outside of a class on an individual
basis. Like tools such as padlet, Miro allows you to add sticky notes, shapes and other items, move
items around, and also communicate with each other through comments and notes, or even video
calls or online chats all within the one space.

A large advantage with Miro however is in the library of pre-built templates that you can use
immediately, including templates for:

- Meeting & workshop tool
- Brainstorm & ideation tool
- Project management
- Workflows
- Research & Design
- Strategy & planning
- Mapping & Diagramming
- Prototyping

These can help to allow teachers to apply these templates themselves or with students immediately.
Miro also provides a lot of information however about each of these templates which also makes
Miro a useful tool for learning as teachers can browse a large library of templates, view information
on them and use them immediately - either blank or with pre-filled information. Miro has a wide
range of useful tools and templates particularly relevant to the area of design thinking and learning
experience design.

By selecting from and learning from this wide range of templates, Miro can be a very useful space for
different language proficiency levels, offering a tool for supporting learning, assessment and linguistic
input for any range of language learning proficiency - through collaboration, design of learning and
material, brainstorming, live class online activities, etc.

3. Which language competences can be developed with the help of this tool?

● Reading Comprehension: reading for information and argument, reading for orientation,
reading instructions

● Listening Comprehension: listening to audio media and recordings
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● Spoken Production: giving information, public announcements
● Written Production: written reports and essays
● Written Interaction: notes and messages
● Mediation Activities: processing text in speech
● Mediation Strategies: breaking down complicated information, adapting language
● Communicative language competence: vocabulary range, vocabulary control, orthographic

control, sociolinguistic appropriateness
● Plurilingual and pluricultural competences: plurilingual comprehension

4. The requirements concerning the tool

Miro is a free tool and can be used through a browser such as Chrome or Firefox without a need to
download anything. Alternatively you can downloadMiro onto a tablet and on smartphone through
the Google Play Store Apple App store.

Miro provides a free account for educational institutions which offers up a range of additional tools

and features. To avail of this, you can sign up to Miro at https://miro.com/ and click on the option to

Sign Up. Once you have created an account, you can apply for the full educational account feature at

https://miro.com/education-whiteboard/ (please be aware this can take some time to process)

5. Language of the tool

The Miro interface is only available in English but can any language can be used for content
(https://help.miro.com/hc/en-us/articles/360017571294-Dashboard)

6. Suggested language level (A1-C2)

A1 ⌧ A2  ⌧ B1 ⌧ B2  ⌧ C1 ⌧  C2 ⌧

7. What competences from DigCompEdu Framework does the tool develop?

2. Digital Resources 2.2 Creating and modifying digital resources

3. Teaching and Learning 3.1 Teaching

3.2 Guidance

3.3 Collaborative learning

4. Assessment 4.2 Analysing evidence

4.3 Feedback and planning

5. Empowering learners 5.3 Actively engaging learners

6. Facilitating Learners’ Digital Competence 6.2 Digital communication and collaboration
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8. How can the tool be used by teachers/learners?

Miro provides an excellent tool for collaboration for a variety of purposes. In particular, tools such as

Miro (or padlet) offer students and teachers a common workspace to express social interaction,

regardless of space and time or format of content. These tools can be used in class when all students

are together. Students can simultaneously access the same online wall by using their own computers

or mobile devices, but online walls can also be used outside of class times where students can access

them from anywhere with an internet connection. Students are also not restricted by format when

posting to an digital whiteboards such as Miro. They can put up videos, web links, images,

documents, spreadsheets, pdfs and text all within the one space.

Group work, in particular, is very useful for tools like Miro and tools like this can make group work far

more effective for students, as they are working on the same area, regardless of location or time,

they can collaborate on group projects where they share their own content and ideas with each

other. Students can use the online walls for peer learning and to critique work, by adding comments

and notes to areas of the wall where students have put up work. You, as a teacher, have control over

who can view the miro template, who can contribute to the  miro template and who can edit and

administrate the  miro template. The Miro template can also be saved or exported and can be

circulated to students or others in order to provide a potentially useful artefact of a session.

Case study – example

One way of using Miro to support language learning is to ask specific language learning questions and
allow participants to add virtual Post-its as a brainstorming activity based on vocabulary. You can also
provide vocabulary practice by creating word diagrams which all students can add to - this can be
done either in groups or by individuals by providing a base word and letting individual students or
groups of students to add verbs, nouns, adjectives and adverbs themselves based on this word

Miro is also a useful way to encourage students to add feedback to each others work and/ or as a way

to give feedback yourself. You can also use Miro as a space to create a “web quest” or “online

scavenger hunt” - you can ask students (again individually or in groups) to research a topic or area

related to specific language learning or application of what they have learned and upload links,

pictures, their own oral recordings, images of their handwritten answers, etc all in the same space.

This can be useful as a way of getting students familiar with digital tools and resources themselves

and to create student-developed resources which can be saved or exported and used with future

students also.

Miro provides a free account for educational institutions. To avail of this, sign up to Miro at

https://miro.com/ and click on the option to Sign Up. Once you have created an account, you can

apply for the full educational account feature at https://miro.com/education-whiteboard/ (please be

aware this can take some time to process)
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Once you have created an account, you can login using the “Log In” option at https://miro.com/

You can access the main editing tools for your board in the left-hand side of the Miro UI
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You can use the menu at the base of the interface to help manage and/ or present your board
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There are a number of different options to help you comment on, collaborate on, or generally
annotate a board in Miro with suggestions, checklists, etc. The main tool for this is the icon in the
top-right corner of the UI

10. Things you have to bear in mind when using the tool

Miro requires very little from a technical point of view and can be easily used with nearly all moder
browsers. There are a number of options for how to share a Miro board and the amount of
permissions you can give to, or withhold from students. It is worth considering how closely you wish
to track students if they will contribute to a board. If you want to use Miro for a formative activity, or
in an informal way, you can probably allow students to add to a board anonymously. If you want to
track what students do, you can request that they create miro accounts (Students can sign up for
educational licenses the same way you can). You can also set who can or cannot edit in the sharing
options for a board

Miro is an excellent tool to help learn more about the different ways whiteboards can be used. Miro
is designed with the area of “design thinking” in mind so offers templates for many design thinking
tools such as user personas, customer journey maps, etc. But it offers templates and tools for many
other areas such as meeting & workshops, brainstorm & ideation, Project management, etc. One key
advantage is that Miro provides lots of information on how to use these, what they are for, etc in the
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“miroverse” (https://miro.com/miroverse/) where you can also create and share your own boards.
One example of this for instance, is an English Grammar Timeline Builder
(https://miro.com/miroverse/english-grammar-timeline-builder/).

Miro offers a number of additional communication and engagement tools such as timer, commenting
features, a chat tool, screen sharing, a presentation mode, voting, etc all as standard. You can use
these to make shared activities more engaging if you are using it in a  live context

11. Similar tools

Tools similar to Miro include other online wall or digital whiteboard tools such as :
- Padlet
- Ziteboard
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